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ABSTRACT
A consortium of organizations has proposed an experiment to map Earth’s high-latitude electric
field. The High-latitude Dynamic E-Field (HiDEF) Explorer will observe poorly understood
magnetosphere, ionosphere, and thermosphere phenomena. Utah State University Space Dynamics
Laboratory is responsible for systems engineering and mission planning for achieving science
objectives. A constellation of 90 pico-satellites is deployed at high latitudes over a range of
inclinations and altitudes increments that evolve from a densely-packed cluster to a fully global
high-latitude coverage over a period of approximately 18 months. Planned constellation “fold-out”
allows measurements of high latitude electric fields over wide spatial and temporal scales. Launch
and deployment analysis including operational constraints, constellation foldout, and orbit lifetime
predictions are described. The deployment analysis recommends a lowest-risk option using Orbital
Sciences Corporation Pegasus XL launch vehicle with the Hydrazine Auxiliary Propulsion System
(HAPS) system as an upper stage. Pegasus deploys the payload into an initial orbit, and the HAPS
delivers the constellation elements to desired initial orbits using a series of 10 burns including an
initial trim burn, on-orbit maneuvers, and de-orbit. The paper concludes that using the
Pegasus/HAPS option, the required orbits can be achieved with reasonable weight-growth margins
but little ΔV margin.
.
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INTRODUCTION
Solar wind particles traveling from the Sun
towards Earth carry both electric and magnetic fields
that are correlated to their regions of solar origin and
directly influence the Earth’s atmosphere. A major
focus of the NASA Science Roadmap is modeling the
response of the Earth's atmosphere to changes in
solar activity. To support this science focus NASA
has begun development and deployment of a fleet of
satellites called the Heliospheric Great Observatory
(HGO).1 This fleet provides measurements that range
from near solar space, across interplanetary space,
and well into the Earth’s magnetosphere. The missing
link in the Sun-Earth measurement chain is the
Earth’s high-latitude ionosphere, a critical region
where the solar forcing of the Earth's upper
atmosphere originates. At high latitudes the
ionosphere connects to the magnetosphere, and solar
wind–magnetopause interactions generate the Earth’s
electrical fields (E-field). The E-field represents the
coupling agent between the magnetosphere and
ionosphere and is the prime energy transport
mechanism between the Earth’s ionospherethermosphere system and the magnetosphere.2 While
the general morphology of the E-field is known, the
behaviors during
disturbed
conditions are
inadequately characterized over a wide range of
spatial and temporal scales. Obtaining electric field
measurements at high spatial and temporal resolution
in the high-latitude aurora and polar-regions in both
hemispheres is critical to understanding the effects of
small-scale disturbances on the global evolution of
the Earth thermosphere.3,4

non-conservative force vector, nt
Solar Flux at 10.7 cm wavelength, SFU
standard gravity acceleration, 9.8067
m/sec2
mean orbital altitude, km
atmospheric scale height, km/kg/kg-mol
specific impulse, sec
inclination of orbit, deg.
2nd order gravity moment, 1.0826 x 10-2
spacecraft mass, kg
consumed propellant mass, kg
leftover space craft mass after burn, kg
mean molecular weight of atmosphere,
kg/kg-mol
number of satellites in constellation
apogee radius, km
perigee radius, km
right ascension of ascending node, deg.
mean Earth radius, 6371.08 km
orbital radius, km
solar flux model period, years
thermosphere temperature, deg. K
E-Sat revisit time, min
generic time variable, sec
orbital velocity vector, km/sec
orbital velocity, km/sec
velocity relative to atmosphere, km/sec
Gregorian year
ballistic coefficient, kg/m2
inclination angle increment between
adjacent orbits, deg
altitude increment between adjacent
orbits, km
delta velocity, m/sec
mass-specific orbital energy, km2/sec2
planetary gravitational constant for
Earth, 3,9860044 x 105 km3/sec2

A consortium of organizations including
Clemson University (mission science lead) and the
Space Dynamics Laboratory (SDL) at Utah State
University (mission systems engineering, science
payload) has proposed a flight experiment to fill in
the gaps in the HGO measurement chain using in
situ-sensors to map the Earth’s high-latitude
electrical-field (E-field) simultaneously at many
points. The High-latitude Dynamic E-Field (HiDEF)
Explorer will observe and resolve the poorly
characterized
high
latitude
magnetosphereionosphere-thermosphere (MIT) global electric field
(E-Field).5 As magnetosphere processes evolve
during a geomagnetic disturbance, the HiDEF E-field
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observations will provide a detailed map of the
evolving magnetosphere dynamics. These data are
key for modeling atmospheric forcing, coupled MIT
dynamics, and E-field evolution over a wide range of
spatial and temporal scales.6 The HiDEF mission will
focus on three principle areas of investigation; 1)
defining the contribution of small-scale turbulent
electric fields to the larger-scale electro-dynamical
processes, 2) understand how the high-latitude
electric fields evolve during disturbed conditions, and
3) detecting high-latitude sources for mid- and lowlatitude penetration electric fields. The first
investigation topic requires obtaining high-resolution
in-situ electric field measurements at small temporal
and spatial scales. The second and third research
areas deal with the larger scale structures, and require
the broader global-scale sensing of the high latitude
electrical field measurements. These sensing
requirements are in direct conflict with each other.
The first research topic requires a large number of
measurements in a very small spatial region; while
the latter two topics require a large number of
measurements over a wide range of orbits and
altitudes. An initial launch date for the HiDEF
mission is proposed for mid-to-late 2012.

communication booms. Each satellite is spinstabilized at 1 Hz about the vertical axis, and will
have a volume of less than 0.0015 m3, a mean frontal
area of approximately 0.032 m2, and have a mass of
approximately 1.075 kilograms.

Figure 1. External View of Proposed E-Sat
Configuration
Constellation Size
A key parameter that drives the number and
configuration of E-Sats required to meet the science
objectives is the revisit time between points on the
globe. The high-latitude convection patterns change
on time scales of approximately 10-20 minutes and at
a maximum the revisit time needs to be between 5-10
minutes to properly resolve the E-field dynamics. A
simple geometric analysis approximates the mean
surface area swept-out by the orbiting satellites as a
sphere, and then divides the surface area into equal
sectors based on the number of satellites. The square
root of the sector area calculates the length scale, and
dividing by the mean satellite velocity approximates
the mean revisit time.

TOP-LEVEL HIDEF MISSION
CONFIGURATION AND REQUIREMENTS
ANALYSIS
SDL was tasked with defining a mission concept
of operations (CONOPS) that allowed these disparate
objectives to be achieved while minimizing cost and
maximizing chances of mission success. This lowrisk philosophy resulted in mission approach that
replaces a single high-value, long-lead time sensor
with a constellation of multiple low-cost, short
development time sensors. In this mission the E-field
sensor are highly integrated with the design, and are
called E-Sats. By building on well-established picosatellite technologies, the large number of satellites
required for the HiDEF mission becomes feasible.
This approach allows rapid development and
integration of the sensor packages; and multiple
individual sensor failures are allowable with minimal
impact on the mission objectives. By using simple
satellite and science sensor implementations, the
mission challenge is shifted from the development of
the hardware to the lower risk logistics of the
constellation
tracking
and
communications
management. This constellation of E-Sats will
provide an unprecedented continuous stream of
global in-situ ionosphere E-field data; and is
analogous to a global network of ground-based
weather stations. Figure 1 depicts the proposed E-Sat
and shows both the sensing (E-field) and
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The calculation method is shown in Eq. 1. Figure 2
plots the revisit time versus number of satellites for a
500 km mean altitude circular orbit. There are
diminishing returns after approximately 75 satellites
and this value selected for the HiDEF constellation.
Allowing for a 20% contingency for satellites lost
during deployment or failing within the mission
lifetime, the program finally settled on 90 satellites
for the HiDEF constellation. Latter sections of this
paper will discuss the specific orbits and deployment
logistics associated with the HiDEF constellation.
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at approximately 11.6o to the Earth’s true axis of
rotation7 during the HiDEF mission timeframe, the
“nominal” or centered inclination of the orbits was
selected at approximately 78.4o. In the upper
ionosphere, magnetic field follows along lines of
equi-potential, and can be measured along a wide
range of altitudes varying between 250 and 800 km
with a mean altitude of approximately 600 km.8,9
These conditions prescribe the nominal initial
deployment altitude for the HiDEF constellation. For
the HiDEF mission, payloads will be deployed at
varying conditions centered about 78.4o inclination
and 600 km altitude in order to achieve the
constellation dispersion required for Phase 2 of the
mission.

Figure 2. Revisit Time as a Function of HiDEF
Constellation Size
Requirements for Initial Deployment Orbits
A prime mission requirement is for the
constellation to be placed in a set of closely-aligned
high inclination orbits whose altitude and inclination
differences produce a precession difference that
allows the constellation to naturally disperse and
provide global E-field coverage. Eventually, the orbit
precession leads to more than 90º of separation
between orbital ascending node longitudes. Mission
operations will be divided into two phases. Phase 1
will disperse the satellite constellation into a “string
of pearls” that lies along a single high-inclination
orbital plane. This densely packed string of E-Sats
will provide data relevant to the first principal area of
investigation described earlier -- the contribution of
small-scale turbulent electric fields to the larger-scale
electro-dynamical processes. Depending on the
precise orbits selected Phase 1 will last
approximately 6 months. Phase II begins when the
constellation has achieved a wide dispersal, and will
provide data relevant to the second and third research
areas described in the introduction to this paper. The
start of Phase 2 is somewhat arbitrary, since the
constellation orbits are constantly changing after
initial deployment. Mission requirements however,
mandate that global coverage be achieved within 6months after launch and reach a maximum separation
within 18 months after launch. The anticipated useful
end-to-end lifetime of the constellation is
approximately 24 months. Figure 3 shows the
desired Phase 1 and Phase 2 satellite orbit
configurations.

The key to achieving the proper constellation
dispersion is selecting the deployment inclination and
altitude perturbations to produce differential
precession rates that globally disperse the
constellation within the mission’s 18-month time
frame. To second order accuracy, the precession rate
of the orbit right ascension of the ascending node
(RAAN) is described by Eq. 2,

)

(2)

For two adjacent circular orbits with altitudes h and
h+Δh and inclinations i and i+Δi, the differential rate
of RAAN precession can be approximated by
2
7
!h & .
# • & # 3 µ ) J 2 R e , &( #
! %" ( = %
/ cos ( i )
+
7/2 . % sin ( i ) / !i +
2
( R e + h ) ('
$ ' %$ 2 * ( R e + h ) - (' $

(3)

Clearly, Eq. 3 shows that both orbit inclination
and mean altitude can be used to control the

Since the Earth’s magnetic poles will be inclined
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differential rates of precession, but at high
inclinations, inclination angle is most effective. For
the HiDEF mission the inclination angle perturbation
was the primary parameter used to control the
precession rate. Altitude increments were selected to
insure that each orbit is unique and will never cross
the other orbits at the same altitude. This altitude
restriction prevents the possibility of E-Sat collisions
within the constellation. Other restrictions on altitude
were required to insure that the lowest grouping of
satellites would have sufficiently slow orbit decay to
allow for a 24 month lifetime, and that the highest
grouping of satellites would de-orbit within a 25-year
time limit as mandated by, internationally accepted,
NASA standards.10,11

HiDEF mission requirements against capabilities of
the selected launch and deployment system.
HiDef Constellation Fold-Out Predictions
Figure 5 shows the predicted orbit “fold-out”
using these initial parameters. Clearly, for the first
month the cluster stays tightly-packed and satisfies
the requirements for the Phase 1 science mission.
After the first month the constellation begins to
spread. After 3-months the cluster is still wellpacked, and is still capable of meeting the Phase 1
science objectives. After 6-months the constellation
covers approximately 50 percent of the globe and the
mission begins the transition from the Phase 1 to the
Phase 2 science objectives. Full global distribution
occurs approximately 12 months after deployment
and lasts for an additional 6 months. In the 18-month
configuration,
approximately
25%
of
the
constellation E-Sat members will be positioned at
latitudes greater than 45 deg at any time.

Figure 3. Phase 1 and Phase 2 HiDEF Orbit
Configurations
A preliminary deployment orbit trade analysis
determined that deploying 18 E-Sats at 5 different
orbital altitudes and inclinations resulted in an orbit
foldout time that was well suited for the HiDEF
mission. Figure 4 shows a typical snapshot of the the
fully-mature Phase 2 constellation orbits and satellite
orientations relative to the magnetic north pole.
Superimposed on the graph are the principal science
areas of interest (grey shading). The plot scale is in
degrees from the north-pole in magnetic coordinates.
The resulting baseline deployment orbit inclinations
and mean altitudes are listed in Table 1. As will be
presented in detail later in this paper, these baseline
parameters result from a trade analysis that balances
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Figure 4. HiDEF Constellation Orientation
Relative to Magnetic North Pole
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Figure 5. HiDEF Constellation Orbit Foldout Prediction
Table 1. Baseline HiDEF Deployment Orbit Parameters (July 2012 Launch)
Satellite Orbit
Group

Release

Semi-Major Axis

Inclination

Initial RAAN Precession
Rate

km

km

degrees

degrees/day

1

515

6884 – 6902

77.0°

1.70 to 1.72

2

555

6924 – 6942

77.7°

1.58 to 1.59

3

595

6964 – 6982

78.4°

1.46 to 1.47

4

635

7004 – 7022

79.1°

1.35 to 1.36

5

675

7044 – 7063

79.8°

1.24 to 1.25

Altitude

Right Ascension of Ascending Node:

277.5°

True Anomaly:

Varies by Satellite

Argument of Perigee:

Varies by Satellite

Eccentricity:

0.0003 to 0.0013
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required as a part of the HiDEF trade analysis, use
higher-order, high fidelity orbit decay models like those
offered by Satellite Tool Kit®13 is infeasible. Predicting
satellite lifetimes depends on the initial satellites orbital
parameters, ballistic coefficient, and a model of upper
atmospheric density. An object orbiting above the
effects of the Earths atmosphere has a constant energy
level, and continually trades kinetic and potential
energy as it tracks along its elliptical orbit. The total
mass-specific orbital energy can be related to the semimajor axis of the orbit by the simple expression14

Orbit Decay Modeling
As mentioned in the previous section mean orbit
altitude can be used to control the differential rates of
precession, but at high inclinations, inclination altitude
is not a very effective perturbation parameter. For the
HiDEF mission altitude increments were selected to
insure that orbits do not cross to E-Sat collisions. Other
restrictions on altitude were required to insure that the
highest grouping of satellites would de-orbit within a
25-year time limit as mandated by NASA and that the
lowest grouping of satellites would have sufficiently
slow orbit decay to allow for a 24-month lifetime. Two
different methods were used to predict these orbit
decays. For the “compliance” decay predictions, the 25year decay lifetime, NASA prescribes that a precise set
of orbital parameters be used. To insure compliance the
NASA code Debris Assessment Software (DAS)12 was
used. A second energy-based method was used to
calculate the “best estimate” of orbit decay. These
calculations were used to predict the lifetimes of the
innermost orbits to insure a minimum 24 month
lifetime, and also provide a “sanity check” on the DAS
calculations.

# µ&
! = "% ( .
$ 2a '

When an object in low Earth orbit (LEO)
encounters the outer atmosphere, non-conservative
viscous forces gradually remove energy from the orbit.
After drag acts for a period of time the energy state
relative to the initial energy state is

) F_ • V_ ,
# µ &
µ
. dt .
!=
= "%
" + n
2a
$ 2aorbit (' 0 /0 + m .
*
-

(5)

Differentiating Eq. 5 with respect to time and
rearranging terms give the expression for the semimajor axis decay rate

DAS Model Description
Because of the increasing number of objects in
space, NASA has adopted guidelines and assessment
procedures for non-operational spacecraft and spent
rocket upper stages orbiting the Earth. One method of
post-mission disposal is to allow reentry of these
spacecraft from orbital decay (uncontrolled entry). DAS
is a conservative lower-fidelity orbit decay software
tool, but these models support the approach and
techniques described in refs 10 and 11, and provide an
internationally accepted standard. This code follows a
prescriptive formula laid out in refs 10 and 11 and is
based on an assumed solar activity of 130 solar flux
units (sfu). (This parameter will be described in more
detail in the next section).

a2
a=2
µ
•

! F_ • V_ $
# n
&.
# msatellite &
"
%

(6)

The non-conservative force acting parallel to the
_

_

velocity is called drag, and F n • V = D !Vorbit .
Substituting this expression into Eq. 6, and rewriting
drag
in
terms
of
drag
2
coefficient, D = Across C D ! " !U 2 , then the semi-major
axis decay rate becomes

1
$
'
A C " # "U 2 "Vorbit )
a 2 & cross D 2
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).
µ &
m
)
%
(

Energy-Based Orbit Decay Predictions

•

The DAS prescription provides consistency with its
calculation procedure and insures that all depleted
orbital assets are handled identically; however, for
mission lifetime calculations its predictions are overly
conservative. For mission design, a medium-fidelity,
energy-based calculation was used to predict the
lifetimes for the lowest deployment orbit. This onedimensional model is simple but accurate with regard to
orbital altitude decay, and the calculation presents a
compromise of fidelity and accuracy. Due to the long
decay times and the large number of orbit simulations
Whitmore
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(7)

The outer atmosphere is rather “ragged” and does
not track uniformly with the with earth’s rotation but
instead “slips” so that its rotational velocity is small
when compared to orbital velocity, and to a high order
of accuracy, U ~ Vorbit. Equation 7 is rewritten in terms
of inertial velocity
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Ref. 10. The average aerodynamic cross-sectional area
for an object that assumes a stable attitude relative to
the velocity vector, the average cross sectional area for
atmospheric drag calculations is the mean crosssectional area normal to the direction of motion. As
calculated earlier this area value is approximately 0.032
m2 for the HiDEF E-Sats. Ref. 10 prescribes a freemolecular drag coefficient CD = 2.0 for all convex or
complex-shaped orbiting objects. Thus for each of the
E-Sats, the ballistic coefficient is approximately 17.5.
This value is moderately low when compared to larger
spacecraft and the HiDEF E-Sats orbits will tend to
decay rather quickly. For the HiDEF decay analysis all
orbits are assumed to remain perfectly circular and Eq.
12 will be used to predict the orbital decay.

•

(8)

Assuming a rate of energy depletion that is small with
respect to the total orbital energy, the instantaneous
orbital velocity can be related to the orbit semi-major
axis and radius by the vis-viva equation15

µ
µ
" .
Rorbit a

Vorbit = 2 !

(9)

Substituting Eq. 9 into Eq. 8 and collecting terms

$
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% Rorbit
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Atmospheric Density Model

(10)

The final piece of information needed to accurately
predict the orbital decay rate is the atmospheric density
model. Density in the outer atmosphere is difficult to
predict and is greatly influenced by space
environmental variations including, season, mean
latitude and altitude, and solar and geomagnetic indices.
Many high fidelity atmospheric models exist, with two
of the most popular being the NASA Global Reference
Atmospheric Model16, the Jacchia-Roberts, and Russian
GOST models. (Ref. 15) These high fidelity models
require extensive computational resources and are
difficult to incorporate as a part of the simulation loop.
Their use defeat the “simple but accurate” philosophy
expressed earlier. Other low fidelity atmospheric
models exist including the 1976 US Standard
Atmosphere17, and the Australian IPS Radio and Space
Services Scale Height model.18 The US Standard
Atmosphere is based upon long-term solar averages and
is known to over predict the mean density of the
thermosphere at orbital altitudes. This was considered
unacceptable for this analysis. Thus for this analysis the
Australian Scale Height model was selected.

The grouping of terms m Across C D is referred to as
the “ballistic coefficient” (β). The smaller the value for
β, then the faster the respective orbit will decay. An
orbit object with a large ballistic coefficient has a
propensity to stay in orbit for a longer time. For a
nearly circular orbit the semi-major axis is identical in
magnitude to the instantaneous radius vector and Eq 10
can be approximated as
•

1

( Rorbit ) = ! " # $

µ # Rorbit .

(11)

Finally writing the decay rate in terms of the mean
orbital altitude, the decay rate equation is derived
•

h = !" #

1
µ (Re+ h) .
$

(12)

Eq. 12 is valid only for nearly circular orbits, For highly
elliptical orbits, one must propagate the orbit decay
using Eq 10, and then use kinematics to keep track of
the rate of change of orbit eccentricity. This rate of
change may be derived by assuming that the orbit
perigee remains nearly constant during the decay and
that the orbit becomes progressively more circular
through time,

This scale-height model is known to be accurate for
altitudes above 180 km. Below 180 km the orbit
collapse proceeds rapidly, and errors in de-orbit time
here do little to affect the overall orbit lifetime
predictions. The model is based on an exponential
density profile. The calculation sequence is

•
•
2rp "$ r a %' 2rp "$ 2 a %' •
"
%
r
!
r
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2 =
2
dt # ra + rp '&
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a
ra + rp

i) calculate the thermosphere pseudo-temperature

•

(

)

TK = 900 + 2.5 ( F10.7 - 70 ) + 1.5 Ap ,

ii) calculate the effective atmospheric molecular weight,

(13)

M w = 27 ! 0.012 " (h ! 200) ,

For this decay model the ballistic coefficient is
calculated using the compliance formula specified by
Whitmore
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iii) calculate the atmospheric scale height,

Hs = T / Mw ,

the HiDEF mission lifetime. Figure 6 compares the
cosine-curve fit model against the input F10.7 cm data.
The model shows the expected 11-year solar cycle, and
agrees well with the measured data. Also plotted are the
high-fidelity mean and +2-σ predictions from Ref. 21.
Interestingly the lower-fidelity cosine model shows
better overall data agreement when compared with the
higher-fidelity model.

(14c

iv) and finally calculate the density,

! = 6 "10 #10 e

$ h#175 '
)
% Hs (

#&

.

(14d

Table 2. F10.7 Solar Flux Cosine Fit Model
Parameters

All constants in Eq 14 are empirically derived to
give a good fit to standard higher fidelity models. The
only physically valid output from this model is the
atmospheric density. Intermediate variables used in
deriving density do not correspond to physical
atmospheric values. The pseudo-temperature may be
regarded as the mean asymptotic value for the
thermosphere at large altitudes. The molecular weight
represents an integrated mean from thermosphere base
up to the input height.
Solar Flux Model
In Eq. 14a the term, F10.7 describes the solar
radiation effects on the outer atmosphere in terms of the
easily observable solar flux at the 10.7 cm wavelength.
The solar 10.7 cm radio flux is used as an analog for the
total solar X-ray flux that actually produces the heating
effects in the outer atmosphere. The X-ray radiation is
absorbed by the lower atmosphere and is unobservable
from the Earths surface. F10.7 can vary from a low of
approximately 65 at solar minimum to over 300 at Solar
maximum.19 The value of F10.7 is given in Solar Flux
Units (1 SFU = 10-22 Watt/m2-Hz). The solar 10.7 cm
radio flux is generally used in an averaged form with a
90-day time window used to average the data. The
time-averaged solar flux varies in both periodic and
impulsive ways. There exist several high fidelity
models used to predict the variation in solar flux. 20,21
These models however are complex and require
significant computational resources to implement; thus,
like the high-fidelity atmospheric models are
disregarded here in favor of lower-fidelity empirical
models. The solar F10.7 cm record extends back to 1947,
and is the longest direct record of solar activity
available, other than sunspot-related quantities.

a0

128.431

Period, T,
years

11.0

a1

-85.6376

a2

4.87055

5.6

a3

34.7736

Phase
Shift,
years

Φ,

5.6

Daily regular magnetic field variations arise from
current systems caused by regular solar radiation
changes. Other irregular current systems produce
magnetic field changes caused by the interaction of the
solar wind with the magnetosphere, by the
magnetosphere itself, by the interactions between the
magnetosphere and ionosphere, and by the ionosphere
itself. Magnetic activity indices were designed to
describe variation in the geomagnetic field caused by
these irregular current systems. The term Ap in Eq. 14a
is the planetary geomagnetic index and describes
precipitation of charged particles from the
magnetosphere down into the lower thermosphere. The

(15

The parameters of the model curve fit are listed in Table
2. The sinusoidal curve fit is used to calculate the mean
solar flux for solar cycle 24 predicted to occur during
Whitmore

Solar Cycle Parameters

Figure 6. Comparison of Cosine-Fit F10.7 Flux Model
Against Measured Data and High-Fidelity Model

For this analysis solar flux data from solar cycles
22 and 23, spanning the years from 1984 through 2002
were curve fit with a 3rd order cosine model.
3
) #Y +"&,
F10.7 = / ai cosi + 2! %
(. .
* $ T 'i=0

Cosine Fit Coefficients
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energy dumped by this precipitation also heats the
thermosphere and directly effects atmospheric density.
This parameter represents the stochastic changes in the
thermosphere temperature that cannot be modeled by
the periodically varying F10.7 index.

settings. In particular F10.7 =130 SFU, and Ap=30 index
values are used with the default settings.
Table 4. Parameter Settings for Orbit Decay
Calculations
Decay,
Model,
Atmosphere

For operational uses, the Air Force Space Forecast
Center estimates the value of the Ap index by
measuring the geomagnetic field in near-real time at
several Western Hemisphere magnetometer stations.22
This index, typically hovers slightly above zero during
quiescent periods, but rises to values above 400 at
times of major geomagnetic storms. Table 3 lists
expected magnitude ranges for various levels of
geomagnetic events.

Across, m2
CD
m, kg
F10.7, SFU
Ap

Table 3. Geomagnetic Planetary Index Values for
Various Geomagnetic Storm Intensity Levels
Geomagnetic Event

Ap Index Value
Range

quiet

0-7

unsettled

8-15

active

16-29

minor storm

30-49

major storm

50-99

severe storm

100-400

Energy,
Exponential
(Best Estimate)
(Eqs. 14 a-d)
0.032
2.0
1.12
Variable, Cosine
Model, July 2012
Launch
5.0

DAS 1.5.3,
Default
(NSS 1740.4
Compliance)
0.032
2.0
1.12
130, per NSS
1740.4
30, per NSS
1740.4

Figure 7 plots the resulting orbit decay
calculations. For the purposes of this analysis a satellite
was considered to be “de-orbited” when its perigee
altitude drops below 100 km. Here Orbit decay time in
months is plotted against initial mean orbit altitude.
Both best estimate and DAs 1.5.3 predictions set the
upper orbit compliance altitude at slightly under higher
than 675 km. The best estimate calculations show that
the lowest orbit that maintains a 24-month usable
lifetime is approximately 510 km. The DAS 1.5.3
calculations over-predict the decay rate for the lower
orbit showing the 24-month lifetime to require a 532
km lower orbit. For the HiDEF project, the bestestimate decay calculations were preferred, and the
orbit-group altitudes are listed in Table 1 are as a result.

Orbit Decay Predictions and Comparisons
This section compares the best-estimate orbit decay
predictions against those required for de-orbit
compliance. Table 4 summarizes the parameters used in
these calculations. For the best-estimate calculations,
the energy model (Eq. 12) with the scale height,
exponential density atmospheric model (Eqs. 14) was
used to propagate the mean orbital altitude from the
initial orbit. In this calculation the cosine F10.7 solar flux
model was used along with an assumed Ap = 5.0. This
index value lies near the upper end of the “quiet”
geomagnetic range. To bound the decay predictions, the
energy-based orbit decay calculations were also
performed for conditions corresponding to a solar
minimum (F10.7 = 70 SFU, Ap =0), and a moderate-level
solar maximum (F10.7 = 150 SFU, Ap = 100) were also
performed The compliance calculations were performed
using DAS 1.5.3 with mostly default (per NSS 1740.4)
Whitmore

Figure 7. Predicted Orbit Decay Times: Best
Estimate, Solar Min, Solar Max, Standardized
Compliance
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HIDEF LAUNCH AND DEPLOYMENT
ANALYSIS
The analyses presented in the previous section
determined the proper number of constellation elements
and initial deployment orbits required to meet the
scientific objectives of the HiDEF mission. This section
will analyze deployment and launch options required to
achieve the initial constellation distribution. Payload
mass distributions, on orbit ΔV, and launch-lift
requirements will be addressed. A launch and
deployment concept of operations (CONOPS) will be
presented. An approximate mission deployment will be
developed.
Spacecraft Deployment System
The E-Sats will remain unpowered until ejection
from the spacecraft deployment system (SDS).
Following orbital insertion, each E-Sat will
autonomously power on and perform a system
checkout, including attitude determination operations
and the initiation of science data collection. The SDS
encloses and secures all 90 E-Sats for launch. It
incorporates an enhanced design based on the flightproven CubeSat Poly Pico-sat Orbital Deployer (PPOD).23 The Poly Pico-satellite Orbital Deployer (PPOD) is a standard deployment system that ensures all
CubeSat developers conform to common physical
requirements. The P-POD plays a critical role as the
interface between the launch vehicle and CubeSats.
Figure 8 depicts the P-Pod locations within the stacked
layers of the SDS.

Figure 8. Satellite Deployment System
groupings a total of 18 E-Sats are deployed, the
collected deployment ΔV’s help to maximize the spread
of satellites within the individual orbit deployment
groupings, and result in non-overlapping orbits. This
deployment procedure minimizes the chances of
individual E-Sat re-contact.
Table 5. HiDEF Payload Mass Distribution

The SDS consists of 4 individual layers with each
deck platforms containing up to 8 P-PODS per deck.
each layer containing 8-P-PODS. Each SDS layer is
offset by 22.5 degrees from the adjacent layers. When
fully populated the SDS has a capacity for 96-E-Sats,
24 P-Pods per deck. The modular avionics structure
(MODAS), batteries, and wiring harness sits atop the
upper SDS deck. The HiDEF mission will use
approximately 94% of the SDS payload capacity and
requires 30 P-POD dispensers and 90 E-Sats. With
appropriate mass contingencies, the estimated payload
mass is 200 kg. Table 5 shows the estimated HiDEF
payload mass distribution estimates.
E-Sat deployment is initiated by releasing a P-POD
door. A large, captured spring within each P-POD
generates a ΔV of approximately 5 m/sec for
deployment of 3 E-Sats. Each P-POD houses 3 E-Sats.
These 3 E-Sats are then individually separated by
smaller ΔV’s of 1.5 m/sec imposed by captured springs
located on the E-Sat structure rails. Within each of the 5
orbit
Whitmore

Item

Unit
Mass
, kg

Qty.

Mass
Contingency

Total,kg

P-POD

1.17

30

10%

38.61

Structure

20.18

1

20%

24.22

MODAS,
Batteries

4.60

1

20%

5.52

Harness

1.85

1

20%

2.22

E-Sat

1.075

90

0%

96.75

Total

167.32

Table 6 presents the orbit parameter boundaries for
the individual E-Sats following deployment. These
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boundaries account for the individual ΔV’s imparted by
the deployment system. Figure 9 depicts the resulting
initial deployments orbits relative to the payload
dispenser in the local vertical/local horizontal (LVLH)
coordinate system.
Table 6. Orbit Parameter Boundaries for Individual
E-Sats Following Initial HiDEF Deployment
Orbit Group 1

Drop at 515 km, 77.0o

Semi-major axis, km

Eccentricity

Inclination, deg

6884.0465

0.0013205

77.0067

6902.2577

0.0013214

76.9933

Figure 9. Trace of Initial E-Sat Deployment Orbits,
18 Total (LVLH Coordinates)
Launch System

o

Orbit Group 2

Drop at 555 km, 77.7

Semi Major Axis, km

Eccentricity

Inclination, deg

6924.1468

0.0012984

77.7066

6942.3373

0.0013252

77.6933

Orbit Group 3

Drop at 595 km, 78.4o

Semi Major Axis, km

Eccentricity

Inclination, deg

6964.0690

0.0013021

78.4066

6982.4171

0.0013291

78.3933

Once the required deployment orbits are determined
and the payload mass estimates calculated, it becomes
possible to perform the analysis necessary to select the
best option for the HiDEF mission launch system. Only
USA FAA-licensed launchers were considered as
possible options. The low payload mass of the HiDEF
mission eliminated all but the smallest launchers, and
the high inclination orbit mandated a pacific launch
either from Kodiak, Vandenberg, or Kwajalein Island.24

Orbit Group 4

Drop at 635 km, 79.1o

Semi Major Axis, km

Eccentricity

Inclination, deg

Figure 10. Candidate Launch Systems for HiDEF
Mission

7003.8082

0.0013320

79.1067

7022.4971

0.0013329

79.0933

These requirements quickly narrowed the “shortlist” to 4 candidate systems; the Lockheed Athena 125,
the Space-X Falcon I26, ant the small-scale launchers
from Orbital Sciences Corporation (OSC), the Minotaur
I, and Pegasus XL launchers.27,28,29 Figure 10 compares
the LEO payload characteristics and costs of these
launchers. The relatively high cost of Athena I
immediately eliminated this system from further
consideration. Although the estimated costs for the
Falcon 1 launcher is the lowest, this system has little
flight heritage; and in keeping with the low-risk
philosophy for the HiDEF mission was eliminated from
final consideration. Thus the trade options are reduced

Orbit Group 5

Drop at 675 km, 79.8o

Semi Major Axis, km

Eccentricity

Inclination, deg

7043.7284

0.0013357

79.8068

7062.5773

0.0013367

79.7933

Whitmore
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to the small-scale OSC launchers. Although the Pegasus
has a slightly higher operating cost, and delivers lesser
payload; its long and successful flight heritage when
compared to the relatively short Minotaur I flight
heritage drove the final selection to the Pegasus. Other
factors weighing in favor of the Pegasus are launch
window availability, and the flexibility of its air-launch
operations. A final factor that determined the Pegasus
as the launch vehicle was the availability of the agile
flight-proven optional fourth-stage Hydrazine Auxiliary
Propulsion System (HAPS). As will be presented in
following sections, the HAPS will play a crucial role in
delivering the 90 E-Sats to their required initial orbits.

and perform the necessary transfers to achieve the other
required orbit altitudes and inclinations. After
deployment of all 90 E-Sats, the HAPS keeps sufficient
propellant in reserve to de-orbit the expended 4th stage
and inert SDS structure. The HAPS is a non-standard
Pegasus service and is located inside of the extendedPegasus 4th stage avionics Structure. The HiDEF
payload including the SDS and MODAS sits atop the
combined avionics/HAPS units. Figure 12 shows the
HiDEF systems and HAPS as oriented in the PegasusXL payload shroud. The HiDEF systems occupy the
volume intended as the auxiliary payload space.

Pegasus-XL High-Inclination Lift Capacity
The LEO payload values presented in Figure 10 are
for low inclination orbits. For the higher inclination
orbits required for the HiDEF mission, the payload-lift
mass value is reduced. Figure 11 plots the high
inclination orbit lift capacity of the Pegasus XL launch
system. This graph includes a 67 m/sec ΔV guidance
reserve, and assumes drop conditions of 0.82 Mach
number and 11,900 meters altitude. Based on these
calculations, for a Vandenberg Launch to a 77o orbit
with a mean altitude of 515 km – the lowest required
orbit for the HiDEF mission profile – the Pegasus XL
lift capacity is approximately 290-295 kg. This
calculation budgets all required avionics and 3rd stage
separation systems on the launch system side of massbudget analysis. The payload mass delivered to the
lowest orbit includes the HiDEF payload and
deployment system, and the wet mass of the Hydrazine
Auxiliary Propulsion System.

Figure 12. SDS, MODAS, and HAPS mounted in
Pegasus-XL Payload Shroud
Figure 13 shows an isometric view of the HAPS
system showing the re-startable three 200 Newton
mono-propellant hydrazine thrusters and schematic of
the propulsion system. The assumed specific impulse is
220 seconds, a typical value for Hydrazine-based
mono-propellant systems. The hydrazine tank has a
capacity of 56.7 kg with approximately 55.8 kg of
useable propellant. The dry mass is 59.0 kg, thus the
total inert HAPS mass is 59.9 kg. Including the HiDEF
payload, the total mass delivered to the initial
deployment orbit 282.9 kg, leaving approximately 2.54% lift margin on the Pegasus XL launch vehicle.

Figure 11. Pegasus-XL High Inclination Payload
Capacity
Hydrazine Auxiliary Propulsion System (HAPS)
Once the Pegasus 3rd stage inserts the payload into
the lowest orbit, the HAPS will be used to trim the orbit
Whitmore

Figure 13. Hydrazine Auxiliary Propulsion System.
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HAPS Propellant Mass Consumption Analysis
Once the Pegasus 3rd stage drops the HiDEF and
HAPS systems off in the preliminary orbit (~515 km
altitude, (77o inclination), the HAPS must execute a
series of 10 burns to trim the initial orbit, place the
payload E-Sats in the required orbits, and de-orbit the
inert SDS once the payloads have been deployed. The
inclination changes are always performed at the apogee
burn as a “combined plane change” to get best
efficiency from the HAPS maneuver. To maximize the
accuracies of the plane change maneuvers, all HAPS
orbit-transfer burns conducted as close to line of nodes
(equatorial crossing) as feasible, generally within 1
degree.

Table 7. HAPS Maneuver Summary

The propellant consumption analysis is based on
the impulsive rocket equation, and allocates the
required propellant at each burn as

m propellant

$ g"V
'
!I
= mresidual ! & e 0 sp # 1) .
&%
)(

Description

ΔV,
m/sec

Propellant
consumed,
kg

0

Initial Trim
Burn, 515 km,
77o inclination

24.0

3.13

1a

Raise Apogee
to 555 km

11.0

1.33

1b

Circularize
Orbit, plane
change to
77.7o

93.3

10.96

2a

Raise Apogee
to 595 km

10.9

1.15

2b

Circularize
Orbit, plane
change to
78.4o

93.0

9.60

3a

Raise Apogee
to 635 km

10.8

0.99

3b

Circularize
Orbit, plane
change to
79.1o

92.7

8.41

4a

Raise Apogee
to 675 km

10.7

0.84

4b

Circularize
Orbit, plane
change to
79.8o

92.4

7.10

5

Lower Perigee
to 50 km for
de-Orbit

176.7

11.22

615.5
m/sec

54.64 kg

Burn #

(16)

In Eq. 16, mresidual is the total spacecraft mass left over
after a burn has been completed. This mass includes
inert mass, payload, and propellant required for future
burns. The analysis begins after the completion of the
final de-orbit burn, where the spacecraft mass is
approximately 131 kg, and works backwards to the
initial trim burn.
Table 7 summarizes the HAPS deployment events,
required ΔV’s, and consumed propellant for each burn.
The analysis also must account for the deployment of
18 E-Sats after the completion of burns 0, 1b, 2b, 3b,
and 4b. Following each deployment the mass of the
HiDEF SDS stack reduces by 19.35 kg. The total
consumed propellant is 54.64 kg, and is sufficient to
accomplish the deployment mission with a 2%
propellant margin. Since achieving very precise
deployment orbits is not critical to the science mission
objectives; except for the initial trim burn, this
calculation allows no guidance trim reserve. The
calculation assumes that the untrimmed deployment
orbit errors will be “lived with.”

Total

Whitmore
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HiDEF Constellation Deployment Timeline
For a typical Pegasus-XL polar mission, the stage 3
burnout occurs approximately 450 seconds after launch.
(Ref. 28) Following the 4th stage separation, the
HAPS/deployment Operations begin. As mentioned
earlier, to maximize the accuracy of the insertion burns,
all HAPS burns are conducted as close to the line-ofnodes as feasible. These coast periods will be the
primary drivers in the mission duration timeline. Table
8 presents the estimated timeline for this deployment
sequence. Including the launch time, the total time from
launch to operational deployment of the constellation is
453.2 minutes (7.55 hours). Total HAPS burn time is
196.46 sec.
Table 8. HiDEF Payload Deployment Timeline

Ignite HAPS, circularize orbit
at 575 km, plane change 0.7 deg
deg.

34.52 sec

Deploy 3rd group of 18 E-Sats

0.00

Coast to equatorial crossing

48.22 min

Ignite HAPS to raise apogee to
635 km

3.57 sec

Coast from perigee to apogee of
3rd transfer orbit

48.43 min

Time

Ignite HAPS, circularize orbit
at 605 km, plane change 0.7 deg

28.89 sec

Mission Event
Launch to Arrival at Initial
Orbit

55 min

Deploy 4th group of 18 E-Sats

0.00

3rd stage drop off at 515 km, 77o

Coast to equatorial crossing

48.63 min

0
10.00 min

Ignite HAPS, raise apogee to
635 km

3.03 sec

Time from drop to Insertion
Trim out orbital dispersions

0.91 sec

Coast from perigee to apogee of
4th transfer orbit

48.84 min

Deploy 1st group of 18 E-Sats

0.00
25.51 sec

Coast to equatorial crossing

47.39 min

Ignite HAPS circularize orbit at
675 km

Ignite HAPS, raise apogee to
555 km

4.77 sec

Deploy 4th group of 18 E-Sats

0.00
40.36 sec

47.60 min

Ignite HAPS for deorbit burn to
50 km perigee
TOTAL Elapsed Time

453.2 min

Total HAPS Burn Time

196.46 sec

Coast from perigee to apogee of
1st transfer orbit
Ignite Haps, circularize orbit at
545 km, plane change 0.7 deg

39.41 sec

Deploy 2nd group of 18 E-Sats

0.00

Coast to equatorial crossing

47.80 min

Ignite Haps to raise apogee to
595 km

4.15 sec

Coast from perigee to apogee of
2nd transfer orbit

48.01 min
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
A consortium of organizations has proposed an
experiment to globally map Earth’s high-latitude global
electric field. The High-latitude Dynamic E-Field
(HiDEF) Explorer will observe poorly understood highlatitude
magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere
phenomena. The mission seeks to address 3 critical
science areas, 1) defining the contribution of smallscale turbulent electric fields to the larger-scale electrodynamical processes, 2) understand how the high15
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latitude electric fields evolve during disturbed
conditions, and 3) detecting high-latitude sources for
mid- and low-latitude penetration electric fields. The
first investigation topic requires obtaining highresolution in-situ electric field measurements at small
temporal and spatial scales. The second and third
research areas deal with the larger scale structures, and
require the broader global-scale sensing of the high
latitude electrical field measurements. The proposed
project will build on well-established pico-satellite
technologies to deploy a constellation of 90 satellites
with integrated electrical field sensing booms. Each
satellite is designed to have mass of approximately
1.075 kilograms. The individual E-Sats will be
deployed using a satellite deployment system based on
the Cal Poly P-POD dispenser design. With appropriate
mass contingencies, the estimated payload mass is
167.3 kg.

initial deployment orbit with a mass margin of
approximately 2-4%. A more detailed HAPS propellant
mass consumption analysis concludes the HAPS has
sufficient capacity to deliver the 90 HiDEF E-Sats to
the 5 required orbits. Following deployment, sufficient
reserve exists to de-orbit the expended stage and empty
satellite deployment system. A propellant margin of
approximately 2% exists.
To insure to maximize the accuracy of the insertion
burns, all HAPS burns are conducted as close to the
line-of-nodes as feasible. The coast periods to reach the
equator are the primary drivers in the mission duration
timeline. The estimated time from launch to full
deployment in the initial orbit groupings is
approximately 7.55 hours.
Obtaining electric field measurements at high
spatial and temporal resolution in the high-latitude
aurora and polar-regions in both hemispheres is critical
to understanding the effects of small-scale disturbances
on the global evolution of the Earth thermosphere. The
feasibility of the HiDEF mission was established by the
analyses presented in this paper. This constellation of
E-Sats will provide an unprecedented continuous
stream of global in-situ ionosphere E-field data. This
data will fill in the missing portions of the last critical
link in the earth-sun connection. The HiDEF mission
will provide a significant complement to NASA's
Heliospheric Great Observatory mission.

A key feature of this mission is the placement of
the constellation in a set of closely-aligned high
inclination orbits whose altitude and inclination
differences produce a precession difference that allows
the constellation to naturally disperse and provide
global E-field coverage. Eventually, the orbit
precession leads to more than 90 degrees of separation
between orbital ascending node longitudes. For the
HiDEF mission a preliminary set of 5 deployment
orbits are selected to have inclination and altitude
increments dispersed about 79 degrees inclination and
600 kilometers mean altitude. The preliminary orbit set
starts at 515 km mean altitude and increments upward
in 40 km increments. The inclination angles start at 77
degrees and increments upward in 0.7-degree
increments. These orbits were selected to provide good
coverage about the Earth's magnetic poles and to be
centered with the mid layers of the ionosphere.
Minimum and maximum altitudes were selected to
insure a minimum constellation lifetime of 24 months,
and allow de-orbit compliance with NASA orbital
debris regulations.
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